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Degenerate Kalman filter error covariances and their convergence onto
the unstable subspace
MARC BOCQUET⇤, KARTHIK S. GURUMOORTHY† , AMIT APTE† , ALBERTO
CARRASSI‡ , COLIN GRUDZIEN§ , AND CHRISTOPHER K. R. T. JONES§
Abstract. The characteristics of the model dynamics are critical in the performance of (en-
semble) Kalman filters. In particular, as emphasized in the seminal work of Anna Trevisan and
co-authors, the error covariance matrix is asymptotically supported by the unstable-neutral sub-
space only, i.e. it is spanned by the backward Lyapunov vectors with non-negative exponents. This
behavior is at the core of algorithms known as Assimilation in the Unstable Subspace, although its
formal proof was still missing.
This paper provides the analytical proof of the convergence of the Kalman filter covariance matrix
onto the unstable-neutral subspace when the dynamics and the observation operator are linear and
when the dynamical model is error-free, for any, possibly rank-deficient, initial error covariance
matrix. The rate of convergence is provided as well. The derivation is based on an expression that
explicitly relates the error covariances at an arbitrary time to the initial ones. It is also shown that
if the system is su ciently observed and if the column space of the initial covariance matrix has a
non-zero projection onto all of the forward Lyapunov vectors associated to the unstable and neutral
directions of the dynamics, the covariance matrix of the Kalman filter collapses onto an asymptotic
sequence which is independent of the initial covariances. Numerical results are also shown to illustrate
and support the theoretical findings.
Key words. Kalman filter, data assimilation, linear dynamics, control theory, covariance matrix
AMS subject classifications. 93E11, 93C05, 93B07, 60G35, 15A03
1. Introduction.
1.1. Context and objectives. Filtering methods are the techniques of estima-
tion theory that process measurements sequentially as they become available. In a
probabilistic Bayesian framework, the output of a filter is a probability density func-
tion (pdf), the conditional posterior pdf p(x|y), of the process x, given the data y
and a prior distribution p(x). The posterior pdf fully characterizes the state’s esti-
mation and quantifies the uncertainty of the estimate. However, its exact calculation
is extremely di cult in practice, and most often computationally intractable in high-
dimensional, complex systems, such as numerical climate and weather models.
For linear dynamics, measurements with a linear dependence on the state vari-
ables, and Gaussian errors, the Kalman filter (KF) is the optimal filtering solution
[13]. The Gaussian hypothesis implies an enormous simplification: the pdfs are all
completely characterized by their first and second moments. In this case, the error
covariance matrix quantifies the uncertainty of the state’s estimate represented by the
mean. The KF has been extremely successful for decades in numerous fields including
navigation, economy, robotics, tracking objects, adaptive optics and many computer
vision applications.
A Monte Carlo formulation of the KF leads to the introduction of a class of
Gaussian algorithms referred to as ensemble Kalman filters (EnKF) [9]. They have
been widely applied in atmospheric and oceanic contexts, where all methods designed
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for filtering or smoothing are referred to as data assimilation (DA). In the EnKF
the transition probability of the process, as well as all the error covariances entering
the assimilation of observations, are approximated using an ensemble of realizations
(members in the EnKF jargon) of the model dynamics. The EnKF and its variants are
currently among the most popular approaches for DA in high-dimensional systems.
Evidence has emerged that a small number of members, typically 100, is su cient in
many applications, especially when using localization techniques [21, and references
therein], hence making the EnKF feasible in situations where the forward step of DA is
computationally expensive. The choice of the ensemble members is critical and a key
aspect in the EnKF setup. While a large ensemble is generally desirable to explain
and represent the actual uncertainty in the most realistic manner, their number is
limited by the computational resources at disposal. In the absence of localization,
the EnKF error covariances are thus degenerate (or rank-deficient) by construction
and it is then relevant to adequately choose these few (much fewer than the system’s
dimension) members so as to maximize the representation of the actual uncertainty.
For nonlinear chaotic dynamics, the assimilation in the unstable subspace (AUS),
introduced by Anna Trevisan and collaborators [26, 6, 23, 24, 18], has shed light
on an e cient way to operate the assimilation of observations by using the unstable
subspace to describe the uncertainty in the estimate. AUS is based on two key prop-
erties of deterministic, typically dissipative, chaotic systems: (i) the perturbations
tend to project on the unstable manifold of the dynamics, and (ii) the dimension
of the unstable manifold is typically much smaller than the full phase-space dimen-
sion. Applications to atmospheric, oceanic, and tra c models [7, 27, 19] showed that
even in high-dimensional systems, an e cient error control is achieved by monitoring
only the unstable directions, and sometimes even a subset of them, making AUS a
computationally e cient alternative to standard procedures.
The AUS approach has recently motivated a research e↵ort toward a proper math-
ematical formulation and assessment of its driving idea, i.e. the span of the estimation
error covariance matrices asymptotically (in time) tends to the subspace spanned by
the unstable and neutral backward Lyapunov vectors. A proper statement of this
latter property in precise mathematical terms is of vast importance for the design of
e cient reduced-order uncertainty quantification and DA methods.
The first recent result along this line is given in [11]. It is proved that for linear,
discrete, autonomous and non-autonomous, deterministic system (perfect model) with
noisy observations, the covariance equations in the KF asymptotically bounds the rank
of the forecast and the analysis error covariance matrices to be less than or equal to
the number of non-negative Lyapunov exponents of the system. Further, the support
of these error covariance matrices is shown to be confined to the space spanned by the
unstable and neutral backward Lyapunov vectors. The results in [11] were obtained
assuming a full rank covariance matrix at initial time. The conditions that imply the
convergence, for possibly degenerate (low rank) initial matrices remained unresolved,
yet they are fundamental to link these mathematical findings with concrete reduced-
rank DA methods, particularly the EnKF.
This is the subject of the present work, which studies the convergence in the gen-
eral setting of degenerate covariance matrices. The main result is the analytic proof
of the KF covariance collapse, for any initial error covariance (of arbitrary rank), onto
the unstable-neutral subspace. We also provide rigorous mathematical results for the
rate of convergence on the stable subspace, for the asymptotic rank of the error co-
variance matrix and, under an observability condition, provide an upper bound for
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the error covariance matrix as the minimum between the unconstrained propagated
initial error covariance and the observational error. Finally, a more heuristic approach
is used to derive an expression for the asymptotic error covariance matrix as a function
of the initial one. This in turn allows us to prove, under certain observability condi-
tions, the existence of an asymptotic sequence of error covariance matrix independent
of the initial condition.
In the following, we set up the notations and discuss the organization of the paper.
1.2. Problem formulation. The purpose is the estimation of the unknown
state of a system based on partial and noisy observations. The dynamical and obser-
vational models are both assumed to be linear, and expressible as
xk =Mkxk 1 +wk, (1.1)
yk = Hkxk + vk, (1.2)
with x 2 Rn and y 2 Rd being the system’s state and observation respectively, related
via the linear observation operator Hk : Rn 7! Rd. Throughout the entire text the
conventional notation k = 0, 1, 2, . . . is adopted to indicate that the quantity is defined
at time tk. The matrix Mk:l is taken to represent the resolvent of the linear forward
model from time tl to time tk, and is assumed to be non-singular throughout this
paper. In particular Mk:k = I, where I is the identity matrix (of size n ⇥ n in this
case). Also, we designateMk as the 1-step matrix resolvent of the forward model from
tk 1 to tk: Mk ,Mk:k 1 and, consequently Mk:l =
Qk
i=l+1Mi, with the symbol ,
used to signify that the expression is a definition. We will assume that the Lyapunov
spectrum of the dynamics defined by Mk:0 is non-degenerate, i.e. the Lyapunov
exponents are all distinct. This assumption substantially simplifies the derivations
that follow. Nonetheless, most of the results in this paper can be generalized to the
degenerate case.
The model and observation noise, wk and vk, are assumed mutually independent,
unbiased Gaussian white sequences with statistics
E[vkv
T
l ] =  k,lRk, E[wkw
T
l ] =  k,lQk, E[vkw
T
l ] = 0, (1.3)
where Rk 2 Rd⇥d is the observation error covariance matrix at time tk, and Qk 2
Rn⇥n stands for the model error covariance matrix. The error covariance matrix Rk
can be assumed invertible without loosing generality.
The forecast error covariance matrix Pk of the Kalman filter satisfies the following
recurrence equation [13, 11]
Pk+1 =Mk+1 (I+Pk⌦k)
 1PkMTk+1 +Qk+1, (1.4)
where
⌦k , HTkR 1k Hk (1.5)
is the precision matrix of the observations transferred in state space. To avoid patho-
logical behaviors, we will assume in this paper that the {⌦k}k=0,1,... are uniformly
bounded from above, which is a very mild hypothesis.
Equation (1.4) highlights that the error covariance matrix, Pk+1, is the result of
a two-step process, consisting of the update or analysis step at time tk leading to the
analysis error covariance matrix Pak,
Pak = (I+Pk⌦k)
 1Pk, (1.6)
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and the forecast step which consists of the forward propagation of the analysis error
covariance,
Pk+1 =Mk+1P
a
kM
T
k+1 +Qk+1. (1.7)
It is worth mentioning that Eq. (1.4) still holds when Pk is degenerate, i.e. we
have rank(Pk) < n. This is the typical circumstance encountered in the ensemble
Kalman filter [9, and references therein]. In this case, assuming that the model is
perfect (Qk = 0) and under the same hypotheses of linear observation and evolution
operators as well as of Gaussian statistics for the initial condition and observational
errors, Eq. (1.4) will apply to the ensemble Kalman filter too.
1.3. Outline of the paper. In the rest of the paper, we will refer to Eq. (1.4) as
the recurrence equation for Pk, although we will mostly study the perfect dynamical
model case, in which Qk = 0. In section 2 we demonstrate a relation between Pk at
any arbitrary time, tk > t0, and the initial error covariance matrix P0, in the general
case with P0 possibly being degenerate. An alternative proof based on the linear
symplectic representation of the KF is proposed in appendix A. In the following section
3, we derive a useful bound that plays a central role in all results and derivations
discussed in this study. Then in section 4 we study the asymptotic behavior of Pk
(for k !1) along with other relevant properties. Section 5 provides a heuristic proof,
using a condition on the initial P0 and certain observability conditions, that the error
covariances collapse onto an asymptotic sequence which is independent of the initial
covariance matrix P0. Section 6 describes the numerical results corroborating and
illustrating the theoretical findings while the conclusions are drawn in section 7.
2. Computation of the forecast error covariance matrix Pk. In this sec-
tion, we consider the perfect model case, i.e. Qk = 0 for all k. The stochastic model
case, Qk 6= 0, is briefly considered in section 3.
The recurrence Eq. (1.4) is rational in Pk. Furthermore if we assume that the Pk
are invertible, we can take the inverse of both sides of the recurrence and obtain
P 1k+1 =M
 T
k+1
 
P 1k +⌦k
 
M 1k+1, (2.1)
which shows that P 1k+1 is an a ne function of P
 1
k . This relation is usually called
the information filter [22, section 3.2].
However, a relevant situation in applications is when the Pk are degenerate. In
this case the inverse of both sides of Eq. (2.1) are undefined, and a suitable general-
ization of Eq. (2.1) is required. To that end, we introduce an analytic continuation of
Eq. (1.4). A regularized P0 is defined as
P0(") , P0 + "I (2.2)
with " > 0 and we define the subsequent Pk(") via the recurrence
Pk+1(") ,Mk+1 (I+Pk(")⌦k) 1Pk(")MTk+1. (2.3)
From Eqs. (2.2,2.3), Pk(") is seen to be full-rank. Moreover, taking the limit "! 0+,
leads continuously back to P0 and Eq. (1.4), so that we have
lim
"!0+
Pk(") = Pk(0) = Pk. (2.4)
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Then, we take the inverse of both sides of Eq. (2.3),
P 1k+1(") =M
 T
k+1P
 1
k (") (I+Pk(")⌦k)M
 1
k+1
=M Tk+1P
 1
k (")M
 1
k+1 +M
 T
k+1⌦kM
 1
k+1. (2.5)
This recurrence can be easily solved and it yields
P 1k (") =M
 T
k:0P
 1
0 (")M
 1
k:0 +  k, (2.6)
where
 k ,
k 1X
l=0
M Tk:l ⌦lM
 1
k:l . (2.7)
This matrix is a measure of the observability of the system since it propagates the
precision matrices ⌦l up to tk, and Eq. (2.6) states that the precision in the state
estimate is the sum of the forecast precision in the initial condition plus the precision
of the observations transferred into the model space.
Let us now recall the partial order defined in the cone Cn of the symmetric positive
semi-definite matrices in Rn, of which we will do large use in this study. Similarly
the partial order acts in the cone Cn+ of the symmetric positive definite matrices in
Rn. We will refer to this partial order using the standard comparison symbols. In
appendix B, its definition is provided along with some additional properties that we
rely on in this study. From Eq. (2.6) and using this partial order, we have
P 1k (")    k. (2.8)
Let us assume that the system is observable, a condition defined here as det( k) 6= 0
according to [12] and references therein. This yields Pk(")    1k (see appendix B,
point 3), which implies
Pk    1k . (2.9)
By taking the inverse of both sides of Eq. (2.6) we have
Pk(") =
 
M Tk:0P
 1
0 (")M
 1
k:0 +  k
  1
=
⇥ 
I+  kMk:0P0(")M
T
k:0
 
M Tk:0P
 1
0 (")M
 1
k:0
⇤ 1
=Mk:0P0(")M
T
k:0
 
I+  kMk:0P0(")M
T
k:0
  1
. (2.10)
The limit "! 0+ finally leads to
Pk =Mk:0P0M
T
k:0
 
I+  kMk:0P0M
T
k:0
  1
. (2.11)
Equation (2.11) is extremely important as it directly relates Pk to P0. In particular it
shows that Pk depends on two concurring factors, the matrix  k encoding all informa-
tion about the observability of the system, and the matrix Mk:0P0MTk:0 representing
the free forecast of the initial covariances. The latter exemplifies the uncertainty
propagation under the model dynamics, the former the ability of the observations to
counteract the error growth.
We now use the matrix shift lemma that asserts that for any matrices A 2 Rl⇥m
and B 2 Rm⇥l, we have Af(BA) = f(AB)A, with x 7! f(x) being any function
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that can be expressed as a formal power series. A derivation is recalled in appendix
C. Here, we choose f(x) = (1 + x) 1, A = MTk:0 and B =  kMk:0P0, to obtain an
alternative formulation of Eq. (2.11)
Pk =Mk:0P0
⇥
I+MTk:0 kMk:0P0
⇤ 1
MTk:0 (2.12)
or, in a more condensed form,
Pk =Mk:0P0 [I+⇥kP0]
 1MTk:0 (2.13)
where
⇥k ,MTk:0 kMk:0 =
k 1X
l=0
MTl:0⌦lMl:0. (2.14)
This matrix, known as the information matrix [12], is also related to the observability
of the system but pulled back at the initial time t0.
A more general, albeit less straightforward, proof of the expressions for Pk as
a function of P0 can be obtained using the underlying symplectic structure of the
Kalman filter and is described in appendix A.
3. Free forecast of P0 as an upper bound. In this section we demonstrate
that an upper bound for Pk is given by the free forecast of P0; the term free is used
in this study to mean without the observational forcing applied at analysis times.
It is worth mentioning already that, although the existence of this bound is indeed
very intuitive, its formal proof is provided here because it plays a pivotal role in
all the convergence results that follow. The bound can be derived directly from the
general expression for Pk, Eq. (2.13), but we opted for showing a di↵erent approach,
independent from Eq. (2.13), that better highlights the relevance of the bound for the
results that follow.
The error covariance matrix Pk is symmetric and our purpose is to make the
recurrence equation look patently symmetric as well so that we can derive inequali-
ties using the partial ordering in Cn. As a positive semi-definite matrix, Pk can be
decomposed into Pk = XkXTk using, for instance, a Choleski decomposition, with
Xk 2 Rn⇥m (m  n). Here, as opposed to the rest of the paper and for the sake
of generality, we consider the presence of model noise given that it only represents a
minor complication. The recurrence equation can be written as
Pk+1 =Mk+1
 
I+XkX
T
k⌦k
  1
XkX
T
kM
T
k+1 +Qk+1. (3.1)
We use again the matrix shift lemma but this time with f(x) = (1 + x) 1, A = Xk
and B = XTk⌦k so that Eq. (1.4) becomes
Pk+1 =Mk+1Xk
 
I+XTk⌦kXk
  1
XTkM
T
k+1 +Qk+1. (3.2)
Using the partial order in Cn, we have from 
I+XTk⌦kXk
  1  I (3.3)
and from Eq. (3.2) that
Pk+1 Mk+1PkMTk+1 +Qk+1. (3.4)
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Hence Pk is bounded by the free forecast ePk which satisfies the recurrenceePk+1 =Mk+1ePkMTk+1 +Qk+1 (3.5)
whose solution is for k   0
ePk =Mk:0P0MTk:0 +⌅k (3.6)
where
⌅0 , 0 and for k   1 ⌅k ,
kX
l=1
Mk:lQlM
T
k:l (3.7)
is known as the controllability matrix [12]. Therefore
Pk Mk:0P0MTk:0 +⌅k. (3.8)
In particular, in the perfect model case, we obtain the pivotal inequality
Pk Mk:0P0MTk:0. (3.9)
Under the aforementioned assumptions on linear dynamical and observational
models and Gaussian error statistics, the inequalities Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3.9) state that
data assimilation will always reduce, and in the worst case left unchanged, the state’s
estimate uncertainty with respect to the free run. This e↵ect was already discussed in
the context of nonlinear dynamics and in relation to the stability properties of data
assimilation systems in [6], although an analytic proof in the nonlinear case is not
provided either in that work or in the present one.
4. Convergence of the error covariance matrix: theoretical results. This
section describes some of the implications of the recurrence equation and bounds
described in the previous section that are relevant for the design of reduced-order
formulations of the Kalman filter with unstable dynamics. We will assume here again
to be in the perfect model scenario, Qk = 0.
4.1. Rank of Pk. From the inequality Eq. (3.9), it is clear that the column
space of Pk, i.e. the subspace Im(Pk) = {Pkx, x 2 Rn} satisfies
Im(Pk) ✓Mk:0 (Im(P0)) . (4.1)
Moreover, since from Eq. (1.4) (with Qk = 0)
rank(Pk+1) = rank(Pk), (4.2)
we infer that
Im(Pk) =Mk:0 (Im(P0)) . (4.3)
The morale is that the Kalman filter merely operates within the subspaces of the
sequence Mk:0 (Im(P0)), which does not depend on the observations. In the absence
of model error, the rank of Pk cannot exceed that of P0 even if the dynamics is
degenerate.
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4.2. Collapse of the error covariance matrices onto the unstable-neutral
subspace. The unstable-neutral subspace is defined as the subspace Uk spanned by
the n0 backward Lyapunov vectors at tk whose exponents,  i with i = 1, ..., n0, are
non-negative. The stable subspace Sk is defined as the subspace spanned by the n n0
backward Lyapunov vectors at tk associated with negative exponents. The inequality
Eq. (3.9), Pk  Mk:0P0MTk:0, provides the convergence onto Uk in a sense that is
made clear below. It also gives the rate of such convergence as shown in section 4.3.
Let us write the singular value decomposition (SVD) of Mk:0 = Uk:0⌃k:0VTk:0,
where Uk:0 and Vk:0 are both orthogonal matrices in Rn⇥n, and ⌃k:0 in Cn+ is the
diagonal matrix of the singular values. The left singular vectors are the columns of
Uk:0 = [uk:01 , . . . ,u
k:0
n ] and when k ! 1, they converge to the backward Lyapunov
vectors defined at tk, denoted here as uki . The right singular vectors are the columns
of Vk:0 = [vk:01 , . . . ,v
k:0
n ] which converge to the forward Lyapunov vectors at time t0
as k ! 1 denoted here as v0i [14, 25]. Let us write [⌃k:0]i,i = exp( ki k), with  ki
being real numbers and for large k ordered as  k1 > · · · >  kn0   0 >  kn0+1 > · · · >  kn,
which is justified by the non-degeneracy hypothesis on the Lyapunov spectrum. Using
the SVD we have
Mk:0P0M
T
k:0 = Uk:0⌃k:0V
T
k:0P0Vk:0⌃k:0U
T
k:0. (4.4)
Define Sk as the set of indices i for which  ki < 0, and S
s
k to be the set of indices
corresponding to the s smallest singular values in ⌃k:0. Note also that S
n n0
k =
Sk for large k. Let the subspace Ssk:0 be the span of the left singular vectors uk:0i
where i 2 Ssk. Let ⇧Ssk:0 be the orthogonal projector onto Ssk:0 which, owing to the
orthonormality of the left singular vectors, reads
⇧Ssk:0 =
X
i2Ssk
uk:0i
 
uk:0i
 T
. (4.5)
For large enough k, Sk gets progressively closer and eventually coincides with the set
S of indices i for which  i < 0 and each of its subset Ssk approaches its corresponding
subset Ss defined similarly. Note that Sn n0 = S. Furthermore, the subspace Ssk:0
converges to Ssk which is the span of the s most stable backward Lyapunov vectors.
We are now interested in an upper bound in Cn for (Vsk:0)TP0Vsk:0, with Vsk:0 =
[vk:0n s+1, . . . ,vk:0n ] to be jointly used with Eq. (4.4). For this purpose we define
↵ks = max
h2Im(Vsk:0), khk=1
hTP0h, (4.6)
where k.k denotes the Euclidean norm. As a consequence, we have
(Vsk:0)
TP0V
s
k:0  ↵ksI. (4.7)
From this inequality and from Eq. (4.4), we infer
⇧Ssk:0Mk:0P0M
T
k:0⇧Ssk:0  ↵ks⇧Ssk:0Uk:0⌃2k:0UTk:0⇧Ssk:0 . (4.8)
Note that, if  01 is the largest eigenvalue of P0, we have the uniform bound ↵
k
s   01
for any k and s (see appendix B, point 5). Hence, we can define a finite bound
↵s = sup
k 0
↵ks (4.9)
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which satisfies for any k and s: ↵ks  ↵s   01 . Using this uniform bound, in conjunc-
tion with Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (4.8), we obtain
⇧Ssk:0Pk⇧Ssk:0  ↵s
X
i2Ssk
exp
 
2 ki k
 
uk:0i
 
uk:0i
 T
. (4.10)
Hence, for every unit vector h 2 Ssk:0
hTPkh  ↵s exp
 
2 kn s+1k
 
. (4.11)
In particular, if i 2 S then  uk:0i  TPkuk:0i ! 0+ as k !1. This defines a weak form
of collapse of Pk onto the unstable-neutral subspace Uk. A strong form of collapse is
defined by the stable subspace Sk being in the null space of Pk. This can be obtained
under the hypothesis that Pk is uniformly bounded, which can in turn be satisfied
if the system is su ciently observed. Indeed, if Pk is uniformly bounded and owing
to its positive semi-definiteness, it can be shown that
  Pkuk:0i    ! 0 as k ! 1 (see
appendix B, point 5). Hence, asymptotically, the stable subspace Sk is in the null
space of Pk. As described in the introduction, this property is at the core of the class
of data assimilation algorithms referred to as assimilation in the unstable subspace
[17, and references therein].
4.3. Rate of convergence of the eigenvalues. In the case of weak – a fortiori
strong – collapse, the rate of convergence of each of the eigenvalues of Pk can be
determined from Eq. (4.11) as follows. Let  ki , for i = 1, . . . , n denote the eigenvalues
of Pk ordered as  k1    k2 · · ·    kn. Equation (4.11) guarantees that (appendix B,
point 6) Pk has at least s of its eigenvalues less than or equal to ↵s exp
 
2 kn s+1k
 
.
It follows that
 ki  ↵i exp
 
2 ki k
 
(4.12)
which gives us an upper bound for all eigenvalues of Pk and a rate of convergence for
the n  n0 smallest ones.
4.4. Asymptotic rank of the error covariance matrix. A consequence of
Eq. (4.10) is the upper bound of the asymptotic rank of the error covariance matrix
Pk. In fact, the asymptotic rank of Pk is bounded by the minimum between the rank
of P0 and n0. This mathematically reads
lim
k!1
rank(Pk)  min {rank(P0), n0} . (4.13)
4.5. Observability and boundedness of the error statistics. As mentioned
in section 2, we define the system to be observable if det( k) 6= 0 or, equivalently,
given that Mk:0 is assumed to be non-singular, det(⇥k) 6= 0 [12]. If the system is
observable, the inequalities Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (2.9) can be combined to obtain
Pk  min
 
Mk:0P0M
T
k:0, 
 1
k
 
, (4.14)
where the accurate definition of the minimum is given in appendix B (point 4). We
note that if  k is bounded by L in Cn+,  k   L, we have Pk    1k  L 1 which
bounds the error covariances. The existence of the bound L in Cn+ guarantees the
observability of the system; it forces the precision of the observations to be spread in
space and time. Interestingly, the inequality Eq. (4.14) reveals that the uncertainty
in the state estimate cannot exceed that associated with the most precise ingredient
of the assimilation, the forecast initial conditions or the observations. This is further
explored in the following section.
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5. Asymptotic behavior of Pk and its independence from P0. In this
section, we study the asymptotic behavior of the forecast error covariance matrix
Pk when k ! 1. In particular, we are interested in the conditions for which the
asymptotic sequence of Pk becomes independent of P0. In contrast to the rigor of
the previous sections, a heuristic approach is followed here. We provide however a
detailed description of the ideas and mathematical techniques of the derivation.
Recall that P0 is possibly degenerate of rank r0  n. As in section 3, P0 can be
factorized into P0 = X0XT0 where X0 is a matrix in Rn⇥r0 . The SVD of Mk:0 has
been defined in section 4.2. Using the partition
Uk:0 = [U+,k:0,U ,k:0] , Vk:0 = [V+,k:0,V ,k:0] , (5.1)
where U+,k:0 contains the left singular vectors that converge to the backward Lya-
punov vectors of the unstable-neutral subspace Uk, while U ,k:0 contains the left
singular vectors that converge to the backward Lyapunov vectors of the stable sub-
space Sk, the dynamics are conformably decomposed
Mk:0 = U+,k:0⌃+,k:0V
T
+,k:0 +U ,k:0⌃ ,k:0V
T
 ,k:0. (5.2)
Note that the columns of the singular and Lyapunov vector matrices are implicitly
and consistently ordered, by decreasing value of the Lyapunov exponents.
Our goal is to heuristically prove that three conditions are su cient for the ex-
istence of an asymptotic sequence of matrices, independent of P0, toward which Pk
converges. These conditions follow.
Condition 1. Let V+,0 = limk!1V+,k:0 2 Rn⇥n0 whose columns are the for-
ward Lyapunov vectors at t0 associated to the unstable and neutral directions. The
condition reads
rank
 
XT0V+,0
 
= n0. (5.3)
The idea is to make the column space of P0 large enough so that it has non-zero
projections onto all of the unstable and neutral forward Lyapunov vectors at t0. In
that way, the column space of Pk will asymptotically contains the unstable-neutral
subspace. Note that Eq. (5.3) implies r0   n0.
Following the partition Eq. (5.1), we have
VTk:0P0Vk:0 =
✓
VT+,k:0P0V+,k:0 V
T
+,k:0P0V ,k:0
VT ,k:0P0V+,k:0 V
T
 ,k:0P0V ,k:0
◆
(5.4)
which is positive semi-definite, and whose upper-left block VT+,k:0P0V+,k:0 is positive
definite for k large enough by condition 1. It is shown in appendix B point 7, that,
as a consequence, there exists   > 0 such that VTk:0P0Vk:0    VT+,k:0V+,k:0 which
yields from Eq. (4.4) and for k large enough
Mk:0P0M
T
k:0    U+,k:0⌃2+,k:0UT+,k:0. (5.5)
In a complementary way, we know from section 4.2 that there exists ↵ > 0 such that
↵Uk:0⌃
2
k:0U
T
k:0  Mk:0P0MTk:0. (5.6)
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Condition 2. The model is su ciently observed so that the unstable and neutral
directions remain under control, that is
UT+,k kU+,k > "I (5.7)
where U+,k = liml! 1U+,k:l and " > 0 is a positive number. Condition 2 amounts
to a uniform observability condition on the unstable and neutral directions.
Condition 3. For any neutral backward Lyapunov vector uk, we have
lim
k!1
uTk kuk =1. (5.8)
In practice, and looking at Eq. (2.7), a regularly frequent observation of the neutral
directions should su ce to satisfy Eq. (5.8). Condition 3 complements condition 2.
Let us now infer bounds for Pk from the bounds of the free forecast of the initial
error covariances, Eqs. (5.5,5.6). For A,B 2 Cn, let us introduce the function Fk that
maps [0, 1] in Rn⇥n according to
Fk(t) = (A+ tB) (I+  k (A+ tB))
 1 . (5.9)
Denoting F0k(t) the derivative of Fk, we have
F0k(t) = (I+ (A+ tB) k)
 1B (I+  k (A+ tB))
 1 . (5.10)
Since F0k(t)   0, we have
Fk(1)  Fk(0) =
Z 1
0
F0k(t) dt   0. (5.11)
Choosing A = Mk:0P0MTk:0    U+,k:0⌃2+,k:0UT+,k:0 and B =  U+,k:0⌃2+,k:0UT+,k:0,
we obtain from Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (5.5)
Pk    U+,k:0⌃2+,k:0UT+,k:0
⇥
I+   kU+,k:0⌃
2
+,k:0U
T
+,k:0
⇤ 1
  U+,k:0
h
⌃ 2+,k:0/  +U
T
+,k:0 kU+,k:0
i 1
UT+,k:0, (5.12)
where we used appendix C in the second line. Given both observability conditions
Eqs. (5.7,5.8), we have the asymptotic equivalence
⌃ 2+,k:0/  +U
T
+,k:0 kU+,k:0 ⇠
k!1
UT+,k kU+,k (5.13)
whose right-hand-side matrix is invertible by condition 2, so that
lim
k!1
{Pk   k}   0, with  k , U+,k
⇥
UT+,k kU+,k
⇤ 1
UT+,k. (5.14)
Conversely, we would like to show that limk!1 {Pk   k}  0. Choosing A =
Mk:0P0MTk:0 and B = ↵Uk:0⌃
2
k:0U
T
k:0  Mk:0P0MTk:0, we obtain from Eq. (2.11),
Eq. (5.6) and from appendix C
Pk  ↵Uk:0⌃2k:0UTk:0
⇥
I+ ↵ kUk:0⌃
2
k:0U
T
k:0
⇤ 1
 Uk:0
 
⌃ 2k:0/↵+U
T
k:0 kUk:0
  1
UTk:0. (5.15)
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Let us focus on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.15) and decompose it over the
subspaces Uk:0 and Sk:0, using the notations + for the entries in Uk:0 and   for the
entries in Sk:0. We denote b k , UTk:0 kUk:0 and we will often drop references to
time tk in the following, for the sake of clarity. The restriction of the right-hand side
of Eq. (5.15) to Uk:0 can be obtained using the Schur complement derived from the
block decomposition, and from appendix B point 3⇥
UT+,k:0PkU+,k:0
⇤ 1   ⌃ 2+ /↵+ b ++   b +  ⇣⌃ 2  /↵+ b   ⌘ 1 b  +, (5.16)
which implies ⇥
UT+,k:0PkU+,k:0
⇤ 1   b ++   ↵b + ⌃2 b  + (5.17)
whose right-hand-side must be studied in the limit k ! 1. Using the definition of
 k from Eq. (2.7) and the SVD decomposition of Mk:l, we unfold
b k = k 1X
l=0
UTk:0Uk:l⌃
 1
k:lV
T
k:l⌦lVk:l⌃
 1
k:lU
T
k:lUk:0 (5.18)
whose convergence can be heuristically studied. In the sum the convergence is con-
trolled by the matrices of the singular values. At fixed l and for k large enough,
limk!1 {Uk:0  Uk:l} = 0 so that UTk:0Uk:l converges to the identity matrix. Hence,
we have hb ki
ij
⇠
k 1X
l=0
 le
 ( i+ j)(k l) (5.19)
where  l are non-negative uniformly bounded constants since the sequence ⌦k was
assumed uniformly bounded from above (section 1.2). The asymptotic trend of the
terms b ++ and b + ⌃  can now be inferred. From Eq. (5.19), we have for i, j indexes
related to unstable or neutral directionshb ++i
ij
⇠
k 1X
l=0
 le
 ( i+ j)(k l), (5.20)
which converges to a finite value if i or j corresponds to an unstable direction. If i
and j correspond to neutral directions, then by condition Eq. (5.8), the term goes to
1. If i is an index related to an unstable or neutral direction and j an index related
to a stable direction, we havehb + ⌃ i
ij
⇠
k 1X
l=0
 le
 ( i+ j)(k l)+ jk. (5.21)
The exponent is bounded from above by  min{ i,  j}(k   1) which implies that
the entry converges to 0 unless i is related to a neutral direction, in which case it
converges to a finite value. Consequently,
hb + ⌃2 b  +i
ij
asymptotically vanishes
unless i and j are related to neutral directions, in which case it converges to a finite
value. In both cases, because of the observability conditions Eqs. (5.3,5.7), the first
term of the lower bound dominates the second term, which readsb ++   ↵b + ⌃2 b  + ⇠
k!1
b ++ (5.22)
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which implies from Eq. (5.17) and from appendix B, point 3,
lim
k!1
n
UT+,kPkU+,k  
⇥
UT+,k kU+,k
⇤ 1o  0. (5.23)
Given that Pk is a positive semi-definite matrix and that UT+,kPkU+,k con-
verges to a finite matrix while UT ,kPkU ,k converges to 0, we can furthermore
conclude that the o↵-diagonal blocks of Pk converge to 0 as well. Hence, we have
limk!1 {Pk   k}  0 which, with Eq. (5.14), finally yields
lim
k!1
{Pk   k} = 0, (5.24)
where the asymptotic sequence  k defined in Eq. (5.14) is independent of P0.
If condition Eq. (5.7) is replaced with a full and uniform observability condition
 k   "I with " > 0, then the inverse of  k exists and it could further be shown that
lim
k!1
 
Pk     1k
 
= 0. (5.25)
Recall from its definition, Eq. (2.7), that  k measures the precision of the observations
transferred into the model space, thus the asymptotic limit, Eqs. (5.24,5.25), shows
that the system’s state error covariance matrix will converge to a matrix related to
the observational error.
It is finally worth mentioning the particular role played by the neutral modes. In
section 4, the exponential convergence to 0 of Pk for all stable directions was proven.
Provided the three conditions Eqs. (5.3,5.7,5.8) are met, the above discussion points to
an exponential convergence of Pk onto  k for all unstable directions. Nevertheless,
the discussion also suggests a much slower convergence of Pk to 0 for all neutral
directions, possibly in k 1, since  k is expected to grow linearly with k for uniformly
bounded ⌦k. The critical importance of the neutral modes was originally observed by
[23] in numerical experiments with assimilation in the unstable-neutral subspace in the
context of variational data assimilation with nonlinear dynamics. They numerically
showed that it was necessary to include the neutral direction within the subspace
where the assimilation was performed in order to e ciently control the error growth.
The analysis carried out in the present section further corroborates their findings.
Moving away from the linear hypothesis towards nonlinear dynamics and in con-
nection with this slow convergence of the neutral modes, it was recently argued [3]
that the region of the Lyapunov spectrum around the neutral modes is critical in the
convergence of the EnKF. The mis-estimation of the uncertainty in this region of the
spectrum was shown to be the reason why the ad-hoc technique known as inflation
meant to stabilize the filter is very often required.
Finally, let us mention that it is possible to extend the derivation of this section
to the case r0 < n0, by modifying the three conditions and using the projection on
the r0 most unstable backward Lyapunov vectors. The conclusion still stands but
with the new projector. This situation is nonetheless physically and practically less
interesting because several unstable directions are left uncontrolled; a situation that
often leads to filter divergence.
6. Numerical results. We present here numerical results on the asymptotic
properties of the analysis error covariance Pak that corroborate and illustrate the
theoretical findings. The convergence results obtained for Pk can easily be transferred
to Pak by Eq. (1.7), or by applying P
a
k  Pk which is readily obtained using the matrix
shift lemma to Eq. (1.6) as in Eq. (3.2).
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Three di↵erent experimental setups are considered, with di↵erent choices of the
dynamical and observational models in Eqs. (1.1,1.2). In all cases the perfect model
hypothesis is employed, Qk = 0.
Exp1: Autonomous system. The state- and observation-space dimensions
are n = 30 and d = 10 respectively. The time-invariant matrices Mk , M 2 Rn⇥n,
Hk , H 2 Rd⇥n, and Rk , R 2 Rd⇥d are chosen randomly, i.e. with entries which
are iid standard normal random variables.
Exp2: Random non-autonomous system. The state- and observation-space
dimensions are n = 30 and d = 10 respectively. The time-varying, invertible, prop-
agators Mk 2 Rn⇥n, the observation error covariance matrices Rk 2 Rd⇥d and the
observation matrices Hk 2 Rd⇥n are all randomly generated, i.e. the entries of these
matrices are iid standard normal random variables.
Exp3: Non-autonomous system obtained by linearization around a tra-
jectory of the Lorenz-95 model. The entries of the observation error covariance,
Rk and Hk are generated as in Exp2 but with the state- and observation-space di-
mensions being n = 40 and d = 15 respectively. The propagators Mk are taken to
be the linearization around a trajectory on the attractor of the n = 40-dimensional
Lorenz-95 model [15], which is very commonly used in DA literature, see e.g. [8, and
references therein]. The equations read
dxj
dt
= xj 1 (xj+1   xj 2)  xj + F j = 1, ..., n (6.1)
with periodic boundary conditions, x0 = xn, x 1 = xn 1 and xn+1 = x1. The
standard value of the forcing, F = 8, is used in the following experiments. The
observation interval is  t = 0.1.
In another numerical experiment, we used a simpler observational network, by
choosing Hk = [1, 0, . . . , 0], corresponding to observation of only the first component
of the state vector. The numerical results for Exp3 (with randomly chosen elements
of Hk of dimension 15 ⇥ 40) and for this much simpler observational network were
qualitatively the same and thus the latter have not been presented here.
It must be emphasized that this case (Exp3) does not coincide with the nonlinear
filtering problem of the Lorenz-95 model but it makes use of the linearization of the
model to build up the propagator which is then used as a linear model in Eq. (1.1).
Note furthermore that, in an extended Kalman filter (EKF, [12]) applied to a non-
linear system such as the Lorenz-95, the only place where the state estimate enters
the computation of the covariance matrices is in the linearization of the model dy-
namics in which one needs to estimate the Jacobian of the model dynamics evaluated
on the system’s state. Therefore, for the Lorenz-95 model, the analysis and forecast
covariances of the EKF will show asymptotic behavior similar to what is presented
below. While this behavior was already observed and exploited in a reduced-order
formulation of the EKF based on the unstable subspace [24], it does not give much
hints about the asymptotic behavior of a fully nonlinear filter.
Each of the three experimental setups is representative of a class of systems.
Numerical results (not shown) for other choices of the system and observational di-
mension as well as for other realizations of the random matrices Mk,Hk,Rk were
found to be qualitatively equivalent to the results reported below.
For the three numerical experiments described above, it is very di cult to check
the observability condition det( k) 6= 0 because the matrices  k soon become very
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ill-conditioned. But we expect that the system would be observable with probability
1 for Exp1 and Exp2, while in Exp3 (the case of Lorenz-95 model), we expect the
system to be observable even with a single variable being observed, since each variable
is coupled to those around it. Note that we are unable to numerically verify the above
statements.
The QR method [20, 14] is adopted to numerically compute the Lyapunov vec-
tors and exponents. Starting from a random positive semi-definite Pa0, the sequence
(Pk,Pak) for k > 0 of forecast and analysis error covariance matrices was generated
based on the Kalman filter Eqs. (1.6,1.7).
Recall that n0 stands for the number of non-negative Lyapunov exponents: in
most cases, n0 will correspond to the number of positive plus one zero exponent.
Numerically, this zero Lyapunov exponent will not be exactly zero but it will fluctuate
around it. Also recall that r0 is the rank of the initial covariance matrices P0, or Pa0.
6.1. Rate of convergence of the eigenvalues. The following numerical ex-
periments show the relation between the rates of convergence of eigenvalues,  ki , of the
error covariance matrix, Pk, and the Lyapunov exponents of the dynamical system of
Eqs. (1.1,1.2). The eigenvalues are ordered so that  k1    k2 · · ·    kn.
When r0 < n0, the rank of Pk as k ! 1 generically remains r0 for almost all
initial conditions with no eigenvalues decaying to zero. Thus we consider here the
relevant situation: r0   n0. From section 4.1, we know that in this case,  kr0+1 =· · · =  kn = 0. Moreover, from section 4.4, Eq. (4.13), we know that  k1 , . . . , kn0 will
remain non-zero even in the limit k !1 – except maybe for the neutral directions as
discussed in section 5 – whereas  kn0+1, . . . , 
k
r0 will decay to zero. Recall from section
4.2 that exp( ki k) is a singular value of Mk:0 so that  
k
i approaches the Lyapunov
exponent  i as k ! 1; the Lyapunov exponents are ordered so that the first n0 are
non-negative,  1 >  2 > · · · >  n0   0, whereas the rest are negative with decreasing
value, 0 >  n0+1 >  n0+2 > · · · >  n.
The results of section 4.3 and the inequality (4.12) can be used to derive the rate
of convergence of the smallest r0   n0 eigenvalues  ki with i = n0 + 1, . . . , r0. Using
the largest eigenvalue at the initial time,  01 , as for ↵i in Eq. (4.12) we have
 ki   01 exp
 
2 ki k
 
(6.2)
which implies that, asymptotically,
ln( ki )  ln( 01) + 2 ki k ⇠
k!1
ln( 01) + 2 ik. (6.3)
The equivalence in Eq. (6.3) is valid in the limit k ! 1 since  ki !  i as k ! 1.
Therefore for i = n0 + 1, . . . , r0, the eigenvalues  ki of Pk decay to zero exponentially
fast with the exponential decay rate asymptotically being at least twice the Lyapunov
exponent  i. Note that, as mentioned above, Pak  Pk, so the aforementioned decay
rate is also valid for the eigenvalues of the analysis error covariance matrix, Pak.
Figure 6.1(a) illustrates the decay of some of the eigenvalues of the analysis error
covariance matrix in Exp3. Similar graphs have been obtained for Exp1 and Exp2
(not shown). Figure 6.1(b) shows the slopes of the best fit lines for the semi-log plot
of  ki versus k for the full rank P0 (red dots), for all three experiments described
above. The blue dots show the values of twice the absolute value of the corresponding
negative Lyapunov exponents. We see that indeed the inequality (6.3) is saturated.
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Fig. 6.1. Panel (a) shows the eigenvalues of Pak in Exp3 and the decay of part of its spectrum.
Panel (b) shows the comparison between the decay rate of the eigenvalues of the analysis covariance
matrix (red lines) with twice the absolute value of the negative Lyapunov exponents (blue lines), for
the autonomous system (solid line, n = 30, n0 = 16), and for two examples of non-autonomous
systems with random propagators (dash-dot line, n = 30, n0 = 16) and with propagators derived
from the Lorenz-95 system (dashed line, n = 40, n0 = 14), for full rank P0.
6.2. Existence of asymptotic sequences of low-rank covariance matri-
ces. The next set of numerical results corroborate the results in section 4.2 about
the projections of the covariance matrices onto the stable subspace vanishing and the
results in section 5 about their asymptotic behavior.
Figure 6.2 plots the rank of Pak as a function of k, where various choices of the
rank r0 of Pa0 are shown by various colors in the figure. Note that we actually plot
the number of eigenvalues greater than a threshold of 10 10.
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Fig. 6.2. Rank of Pak as a function of k for several choices of the rank r0 of P
a
0 (various colors)
for the two systems, one with random propagatorsMk (a) with n0 = 16 and another with propagators
which are linearization of Lorenz-95 around a trajectory on the attractor (b) with n0 = 14.
Panel (a) of Fig. 6.2 shows the case of random propagators (Exp2) Mk, which
has n = 30 and n0 = 16, i.e. the number of non-negative Lyapunov exponents is 16.
Panel (b) refers to the case Exp3 of linearization of Lorenz-95 with F = 8 around a
trajectory on its attractor with n = 40 and n0 = 14. We see that if r0 < n0, then
the rank of Pak is constant and equal to the initial rank r0. On the other hand, if
r0   n0, then r0   n0 eigenvalues values approach zero, n0   1 eigenvalues remain
non-zero while one eigenvalue fluctuates and it is unclear whether it will approach zero
or indeed remain non-zero. It very likely corresponds to the neutral direction along
which convergence of Pk is very slow even if well observed, as discussed in section 5.
In the next numerical experiment, we generate two sequences of analysis co-
variances Pak and P
0a
k starting from two di↵erent initial conditions P
a
0 and P
0a
0 , re-
spectively. Figure 6.3 shows the Frobenius norm of the di↵erence between analysis
covariances, i.e. kPak   P
0a
k k, as a function of time k. Four cases are considered in
Fig. 6.3:
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Fig. 6.3. Frobenius norm of the di↵erence, i.e. kPak   P
0a
k k for two sequences of analysis
covariances matrices starting with di↵erent initial conditions Pa0 and P
0a
0 for the case of random
propagators (a) with n0 = 16 and Lorenz-95 linearization (b) with n0 = 14.
1. r0 = r00 = n when the initial ranks are the same and equal to the state
dimension (blue line),
2. n0 < r0 = r00 < n when the initial covariance matrices are rank-deficient with
same ranks greater than n0 (green line),
3. r0 6= r00 and n0 < r0, r00 < n when the initial ranks are unequal but both
ranks are greater than n0 (red line),
4. r0 = r00 < n0 when the initial ranks are the same and less than n0 (teal line).
In all these cases, we see that the norm of the di↵erence approaches zero within the
numerical accuracy, fluctuating between 10 8 and 10 3, i.e. for large k, Pak ⇡ P
0a
k .
Thus the sequence Pak is equivalent to a sequence of covariance matrices all of rank
s = min{r0, n0}, independent of the initial condition Pa0, but of course dependent on
the dynamics Mk, the observations Hk and their error covariances Rk.
The asymptotic covariance matrices are most easily represented in the basis of
the backward Lyapunov vectors. As proven mathematically in section 4.2 in the case
of strong collapse which occurs here because the systems are su ciently observed,
these covariance matrices have column spaces corresponding to the span of the most
unstable backward Lyapunov vectors and their null space subsumes the span of the
stable backward Lyapunov vectors. This can be seen by looking at the projection of
these covariance matrices Pak onto the backward Lyapunov vectors u
k
1 , · · · ,ukn at time
tk.
Figure 6.4 shows these projections for four di↵erent values of k = 2500, 3000,
3500, 4000 for the cases r0   n0 (top row) and r0 < n0 (middle row). The Exp2
and Exp3 cases are displayed in the left and right column panels respectively. Note
that the Lyapunov vectors are ordered from the largest to the smallest Lyapunov
exponents. This is also clearly seen from the bottom row of the same Fig. 6.4 which
shows these projections at a fixed time k = 5000 for various initial ranks r0 which are
equal or less than n0.
6.3. Low-rank asymptotic covariance for autonomous systems. The last
set of numerical results illustrates the asymptotic convergence of the analysis covari-
ances for the case of autonomous systems. The results are very similar to those of the
non-autonomous systems and a summary is presented in Fig. 6.5. The left panel shows
the Frobenius norm of the di↵erence Pak+1   Pak of the analysis covariance matrices
at consecutive time instances. The figure clearly shows this di↵erence going to zero
and thus by Cauchy’s convergence criterion, the sequence of the analysis covariance
matrices converges. Di↵erent lines are meant for cases of di↵erent initial ranks. The
right panel shows the projections onto the backward Lyapunov vectors which also
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Fig. 6.4. Projections of covariance matrices Pak onto the backward Lyapunov vectors
uk1 , · · · ,ukn for system with random propagators (left column, n = 30, n0 = 16) and linearization of
Lorenz-95 (right column, n = 40, n0 = 14).
span the generalized eigenspace of MT [11], for four cases with di↵erent initial rank
r0, and these results are very similar to those shown in the bottom row of Fig. 6.4.
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Fig. 6.5. Frobenius norm of the consecutive di↵erence, i.e. kPak  Pak 1k for several choices
of rank r0 of the initial condition Pa0 (left panel) and projections onto the generalized eigenspace of
MT (right panel) for the autonomous system with n = 30, n0 = 13.
7. Conclusion. We have shown that, for perfect linear dynamics and observa-
tion operator, and for any initial error covariance matrix, the solution of the Kalman
filter covariance equation converges onto the unstable-neutral subspace of the dy-
namics. The rate of such convergence has also been provided. Moreover, we have
proved the existence of a universal sequence, independent of the initial condition, to-
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ward which the Kalman filter error covariance converges if the system is su ciently
observed and if the column space of the initial error covariance has a non-zero pro-
jection on all the unstable and neutral forward Lyapunov vectors. These results were
obtained after proving an analytical expression of the covariances at any time in terms
of the initial covariances. Numerical experiments were used to further corroborate and
illustrate the mathematical statements. These results complete and generalize those
in [11] and altogether lay the mathematical foundation of the methods that rely on
the assimilation in the unstable subspace [17].
Yet, this work leaves unresolved some key issues that are worth investigating
in the perspective of the design of reduced-order algorithms applicable to practical
situations. Specific lines of development include the treatment of model error and the
extension to nonlinear dynamics. This latter problem stimulates indeed an intriguing,
albeit necessary, direction of study whose main di culty stands on the fact that
the unstable subspace is, in this nonlinear case, no longer globally defined but a
function of the underlying trajectory. Both lines of research may lead to interesting
methodological and mathematical developments and are central in data assimilation.
In our view the present results are also relevant to the field of ensemble-based
data assimilation algorithms for the geosciences, or more generally to the uncertainty
quantification and data assimilation methods in complex high-dimensional and big
data problems, of which data assimilation for the geosciences is a prototypical exam-
ple. We believe so for two distinctive reasons. First the present findings on the error
covariance projection onto the unstable-neutral subspace provide a natural rationale
to interpret a stream of numerical evidences that relates the minimum ensemble size
to achieve a satisfactorily estimate of the system’s state, with the number of unsta-
ble directions of the underlying dynamics [8, 16, 4]. Second, this study encourages
a research e↵ort toward EnKF formulations that incorporate the information on the
unstable subspace explicitly in the design and choice of the ensemble, possibly in
combination with localization techniques widely used to artificially increase the rank
of the ensemble-based error covariance matrices.
It is finally worth mentioning another appealing research direction: the extension
of the present framework to fully Bayesian data assimilation methods typically prefer-
able in the presence of strong nonlinearities and/or non-Gaussian error [2]. Besides
the aforesaid di culty inherent to nonlinear dynamics, the additional problem here is
on how to link the geometrical (in the phase-space) features of the unstable subspace
to the conditioning of a probability density function, that is the generalization to
the fully Bayesian framework, of projecting the error covariances onto the unstable
subspace.
Acknowledgments. A. Carrassi has been funded by the Nordic Centre of Ex-
cellence EmblA of the Nordic Countries Research Council, NordForsk.
Appendix A. Deriving Pk using the symplectic symmetry.
This appendix gives an account of the linear representation of the recurrence
Eq. (1.4), which had initially been developed as a way to solve the Riccati equation
in the autonomous case [1, and references therein]. We use it to give an alternative
derivation of Eq. (2.11) and to discuss in more details the analytic expression in the
autonomous case. The underlying symplectic structure of the Kalman filter has been
for instance explored in [5, 28].
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A.1. General linear representation using symplectic matrices. Let us
rewrite the recurrence Eq. (1.4)
Pk =Mk (I+Pk 1⌦k 1)
 1Pk 1MTk +Qk
=MkPk 1 (I+⌦k 1Pk 1)
 1MTk +Qk
=MkPk 1
 
M Tk +M
 T
k ⌦k 1Pk 1
  1
+Qk
=
 
MkPk 1 +Qk
 
M Tk +M
 T
k ⌦k 1Pk 1
    
M Tk +M
 T
k ⌦k 1Pk 1
  1
=
  
Mk +QkM
 T
k ⌦k 1
 
Pk 1 +QkM Tk
   
M Tk ⌦k 1Pk 1 +M
 T
k
  1
, (AkPk 1 +Bk) (CkPk 1 +Dk) 1 , (A.1)
where we used the matrix shift lemma from the first to the second line, and we defined
block matrices Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk in the fourth line. Let us define [1]
Zk ,
✓
Ak Bk
Ck Dk
◆
=
✓
Mk +QkM
 T
k ⌦k 1 QkM
 T
k
M Tk ⌦k 1 M
 T
k
◆
. (A.2)
which is valid in the presence of model noise. This matrix belongs to the symplectic
group Sp(2n,R) since Z 1k =  JZTk J, where J =
✓
0 I
 I 0
◆
. It has a simple expression
in the perfect model case
Zk ,
✓
Ak Bk
Ck Dk
◆
=
✓
Mk 0
M Tk ⌦k 1 M
 T
k
◆
. (A.3)
Furthermore, let us introduce the following matrix in R2n⇥n
Wk =
✓
Xk
Yk
◆
(A.4)
where Yk is assumed to be invertible, which can and will be checked a posterior,
and we define the ratio !k = XkY
 1
k in Rn⇥n. The Wk are related by the defining
recurrence
Wk+1 , ZkWk. (A.5)
We explicitly have✓
Xk+1
Yk+1
◆
, ZkWk =
✓
Ak Bk
Ck Dk
◆✓
Xk
Yk
◆
=
✓
AkXk +BkYk
CkXk +DkYk
◆
, (A.6)
from which it is possible to infer the following recurrence on !k
!k+1 = Xk+1Y
 1
k+1 = (AkXk +BkYk)(CkXk +DkYk)
 1
= (AkXkY
 1
k +Bk)(CkXkY
 1
k +Dk)
 1
= (Ak!k +Bk)(Ck!k +Dk)
 1. (A.7)
Hence, we can represent the nonlinear update of !k by the linear recurrence Eq. (A.5).
Now, we choose
X0 = P0 and Y0 = I0, (A.8)
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in order to have !k = Pk for all k   0, which implies that the nonlinear recurrence
on Pk can be represented by the linear recurrence Eq. (A.5).
In so far, no assumption on the rank of Pk was required and, even in presence of
model noise, the linear representation implies that Pk has the following dependence
on P0
Pk = (A
(k)P0 +B
(k))(C(k)P0 +D
(k)) 1 (A.9)
where the A(k), B(k), C(k), D(k) only depend on ⌦l, Ql and Ml, 1  l  k. Our
purpose now is to compute Pk for any tk in the perfect model case using the linear
representation Eq. (A.3). This is the focus of the rest of this appendix.
A.2. Solution in the autonomous case. We consider first the autonomous
case, where Mk, ⌦k and Zk are all independent of time, and we can suppress the
time index from the notation. Hence, we would compute the power iterates Zk of Z
(not to be confused with the Zk defined in Eq. (A.3). Let us assume that Zk has the
form
Zk ,
✓
Mk 0 
Mk
  T
⇥0k
 
Mk
  T◆ . (A.10)
Note that we want Z0 =
✓
I 0
0 I
◆
, so that ⇥00 = 0. Then the recurrence on Zk
imposes the recurrence on the ⇥0k
⇥0k+1 =M
T⇥0kM+⌦, (A.11)
which identifies ⇥0k with⇥k as defined by Eq. (2.14). Because ⇥0 and ⌦ are symmet-
ric, all ⇥k for k   1 are also symmetric. We can see it as an arithmetico-geometrico
recurrence and define by  the solution of
 =MT M+⌦. (A.12)
This is the so-called discrete algebraic Lyapunov equation. The existence of a solution
(and its uniqueness) depends on  (M) the set of eigenvalues ofM [10]. Let us assume
there is at least one such solution  . Then, we obtain by subtracting Eq. (A.12) from
Eq. (A.11) and by iterating
⇥k =    (Mk)T Mk, (A.13)
and
Zk =
✓
Mk 0 
Mk
  T
   Mk  Mk  T
◆
. (A.14)
Using the linear representation leads to✓
Xk
Yk
◆
=
✓
Mk 0 
Mk
  T
   Mk  Mk  T
◆✓
P0
I
◆
=
 
MkP0n 
Mk
  T
   Mk
o
P0 +
 
Mk
  T! . (A.15)
Using Pk = XkY
 1
k , we conclude
Pk =M
kP0
hn
    Mk T MkoP0 + Ii 1  Mk T . (A.16)
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A.3. Solution in the non-autonomous case. In the non-autonomous case,
we need to define
Z(k) ,
kY
i=0
Zk. (A.17)
The product is still in the symplectic group and of the form
Z(k) ,
✓
Mk:0 0
 0kMk:0 M
 T
k:0
◆
, (A.18)
which leads to the following recurrence on  0k
 0k+1 =M
 T
k+1
 
 0k +⌦k
 
M 1k+1. (A.19)
The finite-time solution to this recurrence is
 0k =
k 1X
l=0
M Tk:l ⌦lM
 1
k:l (A.20)
which coincides with the definition of  k in Eq. (2.7). Hence, we have an expression
for Z(k). We can use it to obtain a solution for the recurrence on Pk using the linear
representation
Z(k)
✓
P0
I
◆
=
✓
Mk:0P0
 kMk:0P0 +M
 T
k:0
◆
(A.21)
from which we obtain
Pk =Mk:0P0
⇥
 kMk:0P0 +M
 T
k:0
⇤ 1
=Mk:0P0M
T
k:0
⇥
I+  kMk:0P0M
T
k:0
⇤ 1
=Mk:0P0
⇥
I+MTk:0 kMk:0P0
⇤ 1
MTk:0 (A.22)
which coincides with Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (2.12).
Appendix B. A few useful properties of the symmetric positive (semi-)
definite matrices.
Here we provide a selection of definitions and results about the symmetric positive
(semi-)definite matrices that we use in this paper. An introduction and detailed proofs
of several of these results can be found in [29, chapter 6].
1. The partial ordering on Cn is defined by: for any A and B in Cn, A  B if
and only if for all x 2 Rn, xTAx  xTBx.
2. If A and B are in Cn and G is in Rn, we have that A  B implies GAGT 
GBGT which is immediate from the previous definition of the partial order-
ing.
3. If A and B are in Cn+, A  B is equivalent to A 1   B 1. This can be shown
using the double diagonalization theorem which states that there exists an
invertible matrix G such that GAGT and GBGT are both diagonal.
4. If A, B, and C are in Cn, by A  min{B,C} we mean that for all x 2 Rn,
xTAx  min{xTBx,xTCx}.
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5. If A is in Cn, it has the eigendecomposition A = Pni=1  ivivTi , with  i   0
and {vi}1in an orthonormal basis. Let  max = max1in  i and  min =
min1in  i For any x in Rn, we have the decomposition x =
Pn
i=1
 
vTi x
 
vi
on the eigenvectors of A. As a consequence, we have
xTAx =
nX
i=1
 i
 
vTi x
 2   max nX
i=1
 
vTi x
 2
=  maxx
Tx
   min
nX
i=1
 
vTi x
 2
=  minx
Tx (B.1)
which leads to  minI  A   maxI. Further, as
kAxk2 =
nX
i=1
 2i
 
vTi x
 2
, (B.2)
it follows that xTAx = 0 () Ax = 0.
Now, assume {Ak}k2N is a uniformly bounded sequence in Cn and {xk}k2N
is a uniformly bounded sequence in Rn. Then limk!1Akxk = 0 implies
that limk!1 xTkAkxk = 0 by virtue of the boundedness of xk. Owing to the
uniform boundedness of Ak, we introduce   = supk2N,1in  k,i < 1 and
obtain
kAkxkk2 =
nX
i=1
 2k,i
 
vTk,ixk
 2
 
nX
i=1
 k,i
 
vTk,ixk
 2   xTkAkxk. (B.3)
Hence, limk!1 xTkAkxk = 0 implies that limk!1Akxk = 0. It follows that
xTkAkxk = 0 () Akxk = 0.
6. Let A 2 Cn and ↵   0 be a constant. If there is a subspace W ✓ Rn of
dimension s   1 such that for all unit vectors h 2 W , hTAh  ↵, then A
has at least s of its eigenvalues less than or equal to ↵.
To see this, decompose A =
Pn
i=1  iviv
T
i in its orthonormal eigenbasis where
 i   0 and ordered as  1    2   · · ·    n. Consider V the s  1-dimensional
subspace span of {vn s+2, . . . ,vn}, which we take to be the null space if
s = 2. The orthogonal subspace V? of V is of dimension n   s + 1. The
intersection W [ V? is of dimension at least 1. Let us pick h of Euclidean
norm 1 in this intersection. We have
↵   hTAh =
nX
i=1
 i(h
Tvi)
2 =
n s+1X
i=1
 i(h
Tvi)
2
   n s+1
n s+1X
i=1
(hTvi)
2 =  n s+1. (B.4)
Hence ↵    n s+1   · · ·    n.
7. Let P =
✓
A B
BT C
◆
in Cn with A of size n0⇥n0 (n0  n) and full-rank. As
a consequence of P 2 Cn and rank(A) = n0, we have A 2 Cn+ and C 2 Cn n0 .
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We can write C = U⇤UT where ⇤ 2 Cq+ is diagonal with q  n   n0
and U 2 R(n n0)⇥q is such that UTU = I. We define ⇧C = UUT as the
orthogonal projector onto the column space of C. Moreover, if u 2 Rn n0 is
in the null space of C, v = (0,uT)T 2 Rn is in the null space of P by virtue
of point 5 of this appendix, so that u is also in the null space of B. It follows
that B (I ⇧C) = 0 since I  ⇧C is the orthogonal projector onto the null
space of C. Hence, we can write
P =
✓
A B⇧C
(B⇧C)T U⇤UT
◆
=
✓
I 0
0 U
◆ eP✓ I 0
0 UT
◆
(B.5)
where
eP , ✓ A BU
(BU)T ⇤
◆
(B.6)
which is in Cn0+q+ since eP 2 Cn0+q, A is in Cn0+ and ⇤ is in Cq+. Denoting  
the smallest eigenvalue of eP, which is positive, we have eP    I and, from
Eq. (B.5),
P    
✓
I 0
0 ⇧C
◆
   
✓
I 0
0 0
◆
. (B.7)
If ⇧+ 2 Rn⇥n is the orthogonal projector onto the row space of (A,0), we
have in particular P    ⇧+.
Appendix C. Matrix shift lemma. Assuming x 7! f(x) can be written as a
formal power series, i.e. f(x) =
P1
i=0 aix
i, one has Af(BA) =
P1
i=0 aiA(BA)
i =P1
i=0 ai(AB)
iA = f(AB)A. This proves the matrix shift lemma, i.e. Af(BA) =
f(AB)A.
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